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Introduction 

Government procurement spans an incredible 
range of products – from office supplies to first 
responder equipment – that support a spectrum 
of agency stakeholders. Procurement’s focus on 
directing spend uniquely positions them to help 
drive performance towards their organization’s 
broader goals. More importantly, for procurement 
to tackle increasingly complex purchasing 
categories, drive compliance with internal 
purchasing policies, implement guardrails against 
unplanned spend, and manage risks, procurement 
must cultivate its influence by managing and 
reporting performance to stakeholders. 

According to the US Government Accountability 
Office (GAO), public agencies should incorporate 
the top three practices leading companies are 
deploying to improve procurement performance 
within their organization. 

1. Linking performance metrics to strategic goals 

2. Collaborating with internal stakeholders when 
developing metrics 

3. Using outcome-driven performance metrics 



How can Amazon Business help 
government organizations 
address these opportunities to 
improve performance and meet 
purchasing goals? 

Opportunities for 
government procurement

1. Linking performance metrics to strategic goals. 
Procurement teams can make better purchasing 
decisions when employees understand how their daily 
actions contribute to organizational goals. Methods to 
link performance metrics to strategic goals include the 
VSEM method (Vision, Strategy, Execution, and Metrics) 
and Hoshin Kanri. 

2. Collaborating with internal stakeholders when 
developing metrics. Collaboration with end users 
increases coordination across functional teams and 
improves strategic performance. This increased 
coordination can help procurement generate increased 
value for organization-wide initiatives, such as 
responsible purchasing. 

3. Using outcome-driven performance metrics. There 
are four types of outcome-driven metrics emphasized 
by procurement leaders: 

 I. Cost savings/avoidance

 II. Timeliness of deliveries 

 III. Quality of deliveries

 IV. End-user satisfaction
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Bridging selection 
and technology

As stewards of taxpayer dollars, examine how 
you can leverage online and mobile purchasing 
options to make the buying process easier for 
your stakeholders while maintaining the visibility 
and tracking needed to improve performance. 

• Reducing spend and costs. Compare products within 
government-related categories such as maintenance 
and repair, office supplies, and more. Find the lowest 
price and purchase under designated spend thresholds 
set by the administrator. 

• Increase visibility. Get the transparency you need, 
while providing the familiar experience your buyers 
want. Set guidelines aligned to public policy and use 
advanced analytics to increase visibility into non-
contract spending.

•	 Seller	certifications. Source products from certified 
sellers by searching certifications like Section 889. 
Drive progress on social responsibility goals by tracking 
and reporting spend across your organization for local 
buying, sustainability, and supplier diversity. 

Consider other avenues your agency can 
explore to do more with less, and what 
can be done to increase procurement’s 
impact organization-wide. 



Spend and cost reduction 

In a time of reduced budgets and supply chain 
challenges, stretch your budget further with 
special prices, volume discounts, and flexible 
payment options. Broaden your portfolio of 
suppliers to strengthen supply chain resilience. 
Amazon Business’ user-friendly buying experience 
makes finding and purchasing supplies easy.

Access selection and exclusive pricing 
Find everyday savings from millions of highly 
rated products and compare offers from 
competing sellers. Get flexible purchasing options 
and stay agile with no long-term commitments.  

• Free shipping. Unlimited FREE Two-Day Shipping 
on over 100 million items on eligible items with 
Business Prime. 

• Recurring deliveries..Save up to 10% on eligible 
products by setting up recurring deliveries for 
frequently purchased products. 

• Bulk purchasing. Get instant volume savings with 
features like Quantity Discounts and case packs on 
over 20,000 products for office, breakroom, janitorial 
supplies, and more. Get custom quotes when buying in 
bulk across hundreds of pre-vetted bulk suppliers.



Maintain controls

Use tools that help finance and procurement track 
compliance and use controls to drive adherence to 
organizational policies and preferences.

• Purchasing controls. Use Guided Buying with Business 
Prime to define buying policies that are important to 
your organization and simplify reconciliation with easy-
to-use features. Source products from certified sellers 
by searching certifications like Section 889.

• Multi-user accounts. Get visibility by connecting your 
team on one account and set up purchasing groups for 
workflow approvals. 

• Spend intelligence. Discover purchasing insights with 
Amazon Business Analytics and Spend Visibility, a 
Business Prime feature. 

• Approval	workflows. Easily manage spending limit, 
set approvers, and scale workflows across your 
organization or customize them for different groups.

We always look for ways to make our processes more efficient and save money 
for the state. We started working with Amazon Business to give our agencies 
the familiar buying experience they use at home, but with the open, fair, and 
transparent process we need for state government. They had us up and running in 
2 months – it was the easiest implementation we’ve ever had.

—  Carol Wilson, Chief Procurement Officer, 
State of Connecticut



Reduce costs

Get more for your money with Amazon Business. 
Whether you’re a growing organization or 
established, we’ll help you improve your 
bottom line.

• Everyday savings and volume discounts. Compare 
multiple offers from competing sellers, unlock special 
prices, and get volume discounts on eligible orders. 

• Amazon Private Brands Discount Program. Backed 
by Amazon, get verified quality and value that 
organizations depend on. Commit to purchasing 
$50,000 of eligible products over a one-year 
period and save 10% or more on essentials for 
your organization.

• Tax exemptions. Apply tax exemption status to eligible 
purchases with the Amazon Tax-Exemption Program.



Procurement as a 
strategic advisor

Achieve your organization’s broader objectives by 
optimizing the purchasing process. Consolidate 
miscellaneous spend into one channel that 
integrates with your existing procure-to-pay 
system. Administrators can set buying guidelines 
and simplify compliance.

Empower purchasing 
Flexible controls let you streamline purchasing in 
ways that are unique to your organization, letting 
you deliver more value than ever before. 

• Account management. Add multiple users, 
manage permissions, and create buying groups for 
added efficiency. 

• Systems integration. Give buyers easy, secure access 
while maintaining control by seamlessly integrating 
AB with your existing procure-to-pay system. Over 100 
leading procure-to-pay (P2P) systems across the globe 
support punchout to Amazon Business.

• Streamline access. Reduce security risk with single 
sign-on (SSO) for centralized, one-click access to 
Amazon Business.

• Payment options. Manage cash flow in ways that 
flex with your needs with tools like shared payment 
methods or Pay by Invoice upon approval. 



Gain added convenience
 
Leverage replenishment solutions with 
pre-populated lists of frequently purchased 
products and system integrations so your team 
can focus on high-value activities. 

• Business Lists. Create personalized shopping lists to 
make reordering items easy or use our curated list of 
top products.

• Simplify reconciliation. Gain access to line-item 
transaction details delivered to your spend 
management system.

• Flexible deliveries. Customize your preferences 
for when, where, and how you want your 
shipments delivered. 

• Mobile app. Buy for your organization on the Amazon 
Business app. Switch easily between your personal 
Amazon and Amazon Business accounts.

There really isn’t enough time to do a competitive process 
for all the commodities that we purchase. Using OMNIA 
Partners when we first learned about Amazon Business was 
really exciting and now knowing that we didn’t need to 
worry about thresholds or aggregated totals for purchasing 
we felt very confident in moving forward with OMNIA 
Partners contract with Amazon Business.

— Greg Piland, Financial Operations Manager, 

City of Kirkland



Enable socially 
responsible buying

Encourage buying behavior that builds your 
organization, and the communities you serve. 
Track your sustainability goals, encourage 
small business buying and increase your 
supplier diversity.

Meet sustainability goals
Drive progress on your sustainability goals by 
simplifying the process of finding and purchasing 
products with sustainability certifications.

• Sustainability	certifications. Shop more than 200,000 
products with the Climate Pledge Friendly label from 
39 certifiers. Certifications include EPEAT and ENERGY 
STAR, and certifiers such as Forest Stewardship Council.

• Prefer more sustainable products. Create a 
sustainability policy to shift your organization’s 
purchasing to prefer products with Climate Pledge 
Friendly certifications.

• Flexible delivery. Set delivery times to avoid peak 
traffic or receive palletized deliveries when available to 
reduce packaging. Choose Amazon Day with Business 
Prime to minimize deliveries with a once-a-week 
delivery on eligible products. 

• Sustainable packaging. Select Frustration-Free 
Packaging for eligible products that is designed 
to reduce waste, minimize damages, and is 
100% curbside recyclable. 

https://www.amazon.com/b/?&node=5521637011
https://www.amazon.com/b/?&node=5521637011


Support local businesses
Encourage buyers to purchase from businesses in 
your community by creating a “prefer local sellers” 
buying policy on Amazon Business.

• Guide buyers to local sellers. Create customized 
buying policies to highlight and prefer sellers in your 
city, county, or state. Add a personalized message for 
buyers explaining the policy and set a pricing threshold 
for offers.

• Reduce search time. Highlight offers from preferred 
local sellers within the buyer’s shopping experience 
based on criteria set by the account administrator.

• Simplified	reporting. Track spend with local 
businesses and report on progress towards goals. Use 
Amazon Business Analytics to create exportable reports 
of orders filtered by seller zip code, city, or state.



Increase supplier diversity
Use the supplier diversity features to connect 
your organization with businesses identified 
as small, minority-, woman-, veteran-, and 
LGBTIQA-owned.

• Streamline discovery. Implement an organization-
wide or departmental Diversity Certifications Policy to 
highlight and prefer products sold by small and diverse 
sellers who hold select certifications.

• Purchasing	flexibility. Buyers have visibility to 
“Organization preferred” offers along with similar 
products from non-certified sellers all in one place. 
Buyers can review and validate the certifications 
uploaded by sellers.

• Track spend towards supplier diversity goals.  
Simplify reporting on spend towards small and 
diverse sellers. Use Amazon Business Analytics 
to create exportable reports of orders filtered by 
seller certifications.

Seller certifications 
Set preferred seller certifications for your 
organization, including:

• Minority Owned Business

• LGBT Business Enterprise

• Registered Small Business

• Veteran-Owned Small Business

• Woman-Owned Small Business

• Disability-Owned Business Enterprise

• And more

We’re thrilled to collaborate with Amazon Business 
to create a solution that will help our local and small 
business community find work opportunities with our 
city government. Now, more than ever, we need to be 
engaging and supporting our independent vendors and 
mom-and-pop businesses.

- Mayor Francis Suarez, 
City of Miami



Amazon Business helps millions of customers 
worldwide—from small businesses, schools, 
hospitals, non-profit organizations, and 
government agencies, to large enterprises 
with global operations—reshape their 
procurement with cost and time savings, 
greater productivity, and insightful purchasing 
analytics. Procurement and business leaders 
enjoy convenient shipping options on hundreds 
of millions of supplies across categories 
like office, IT, janitorial, food service, and 
professional medical supplies. Customers also 
have access to a variety of business-tailored 
features	and	benefits, including a curated site 
experience, Business Prime, business-only pricing 
and selection, single or multi-user business 
accounts, approvals workflow, purchasing system 
integrations, payment solutions, tax exemptions, 
dedicated customer support, and more. Amazon 
Business is currently available in the United 
States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, 
France, Italy, Spain, Japan, and India.

Visit us at business.amazon.com to learn more. 

https://business.amazon.com/


Amazon Business combines the selection, 
convenience, and value customers have come 
to know and love from Amazon, built for 
government organizations. 

Contact us to talk about how we can help 
your organization.

https://business.amazon.com/en/contact-us?ref_=b2b_cps_ldgn_ci_o_us_mal_1p_g_0003&

